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BETTER THAN HEARSAY

Sounds Like a Plan, Maybe
By Michael Ryan
WINDHAM - The last
time people in Windham
worked on a Comprehensive Plan, the epic flooding
from Tropical Storm Irene
hadn’t happened yet.
There was a difficult
debate going on about
whether a new school
should be built, out where
the Windham Path is now,
deserting downtown and
doing…what?…with the
abandoned building.
Citizens were worried
about the impending disruption to everyday life
as roads and sidewalks
were ripped up, making
way for sewer and water
lines, sealing the fate of
the bucolic maple trees
lining Main Street.
Two decades later, all
the pipes are in, plus a
few more, flowing smoothly. Irene tore up some of
the new sidewalks but
brought out the best in
the community. WAJ
stayed put, helping send
good kids out into the
world.
The Windham Path was
created from an old hayfield, drawing visitors like
bees to flowers, and the
venerable maples are
missed but, as it turns
out, they were dying and
doomed anyway.
Government leaders are
now preparing to redo the
2002 Comprehensive Plan
which took a committee
of local folks half-a-year
to get on paper.
It could be interesting,
seeing how “Master Plan:
The Sequel” plays out and
how prophetic those early
2000’s citizens were,
charting a future course.
A fresh group has been
selected, hoping to get
busy over the next few
weeks, working with
Delaware Engineering, a
firm that knows the community’s issues and infrastructure like the back of
its hand.
Each of the five town
council members, over
the past month, came up
with three or four names,
settling on an even dozen,
drawing upon what town
supervisor Thomas Hoyt
calls “a very diverse group
of residents.”
Their choices were
quickly questioned by local business owner
Natasha Shuster, not because of who they are but
because of who they are
not.
The group includes local planning board member and Chamber of Commerce president Lisa
Jaeger who also works in
real estate.
Jaeger is joined by
Christine Doolan, an experienced downstate planner prior to moving here;
Carol Shaw, a veteran realtor; Bob Rhoades, the
retired sole assessor for
the town, and Dave McQueen, a WAJ special education teacher and an
avid bicyclist.
The list continues with
Eric Lenseth, a WAJ graduate working in Promotion
at Windham Mountain;
John O’Grady, a gifted
writer and researcher from
Maplecrest, and Karen
Hansen, owner of Nana
Gail’s Cafe in Hensonville.
Karl Gonzalez, a National Guardsman and the
former police chief, is in

the group. So is Marianna
Leman, proprietress of
upscale Alberto Allegria
Bed ’N Breakfast Hotel.
Commitment is awaited
from one other resident.
Hoyt would serve as
chairman, fulfilling the
obligation to have a town
board and planning board
member on the committee.
“We have individuals
ranging in age from their
30’s to their 80’s, growing
up in different times,”
Hoyt says. “Some members have lived here their
whole lives, others moved
here and are contributing
to the community.
“Eric Lenseth is a
younger guy, very tech
savvy, who chose to stay
in his hometown. We need
that perspective. Bob
Rhoades has rare knowledge about the value of
the town, the trends with
taxation.
“Carol Shaw has seen
real estate market highs
and lows for the past forty
years. Each committee
member brings something
unique to the process.
“The hamlets of Hensonville and Maplecrest,
the Windham business district and our outlying areas
are represented. This wasn’t one person making
the decisions. Everyone
on the town board had
input,” Hoyt says.
“Our town has been
moving forward in a positive manner. The biggest
thing is infrastructure.
Huge strides have been
made, opening doors to
development and beneficial growth, keeping our
unique character.
“Now we will talk to
people on the street about
how they envision Windham, bringing that information back to the committee.
“We will look at the old
plan and listen to thoughts
from everyone on the new
plan. Once we put together a document we’ll take
it to public,” for a series
of public hearings, leading
to adoption, Hoyt says.
***
Shuster feels the effort
is getting off on the wrong
foot and will be fundamentally incomplete. She
attended a council meeting, last week, where the
committee members were
named, asking to be one
of them.
“I am interested in being on the committee. I
think it’s very important
for our community to have
someone who brings a retail point of view,” Shuster
said, noting the group includes no downtown merchants.
Shuster was not added
to the group and in a followup telephone interview
said, “I really believe I belong on the committee. I
am really, really disappointed in the town board,
There is no transparency
there.
“The idea seems to be
they hand-selected people
to fit their criteria. This
isn’t anything against anyone on the committee.
Christine Doolan is brilliant. She has much to offer and so do the other
members I know.
“But none of them have
a business on Main
Street,” Shuster said. “We
are an anchor business.

Most people have no idea
how hard it is to stay in
business in rural America.
That viewpoint is needed.”
Shuster noted that in
the early 2000’s, when
the original Master Plan
was being written, she
was invited to serve with
the committee.
Then-town supervisor
Pat Meehan “asked me to
be on it but I was pregnant
with my younger daughter
at the time. I used to sit
and talk with Pat in his
office on Saturdays at the
town hall,” Shuster says.
“When we started the
Autumn Affair twenty-five
years ago, Pat wasn’t involved but he asked, ‘how
can we help you?’
“I understand the town
needed to get infrastructure. They did a wonderful
job, getting sewer and water. That’s not an easy
feat. I give them a lot of
credit.”
“But we need to have a
differentiated community
or we will fade into obscurity like so many in
rural America. Most kids
[after high school graduation] are not coming
back here.
“There isn’t enough
work in the area. We need
to interest people in building a life here. There are
things we need to do for
our community. We need
leaders who are active not
just proactive,” Shuster
said.
Hoyt said, “people on
the committee don’t have
one set agenda. We will
touch on everything. This
doesn’t exclude talking to
or hearing from anybody.
This doesn’t stop anyone
from making suggestions.”
Shuster said, “there is
a difference between being
on the committee and simply being able to discuss
issues. If the idea was that
anyone can go to these
meetings and comment,
then why not just have
open meetings?
“I have a copy of the
Comprehensive Plan from
2002. It has never been
followed, never been instituted. And now, no one
with a business on Main
Street is on this committee. That’s wrong,” Shuster said.
While a Master Plan is
not legally binding, it has
been applied with some
clout in neighboring communities facing development or societal changes
not being welcomed with
open arms. It also serves
as a prerequisite for receiving various types of
grant funding.
Topics such as Natural
Resources, Transportation, History and Land
Use - in particular the potential implementation of
zoning - will likely be covered, along with others
topics, picking up where
the 2002 group left off.
“The plan is already
built. We have to bring it
up to date. The plan will
be for the entire town,
not a select group of people,” Hoyt says.
“We’ll be finding out
how well those folks did
eighteen years ago, identifying where the town
wanted to go,” Hoyt says.
“And eighteen years from
now, we’ll find out how
well we did.”

The second annual Snow and Show Mountain Top cares event was a great
success in cooperation with the Youth Clubhouse from Catskill. The event featured tubing, a film, food, and hot cocoa in the chalet. The event was sponsored by MCC, Windham Mountain, and Pat Higgins from the Windham
Cinema.

Youth Clubhouse at the Movies

Winhdam Opens Heart for
Second Annual Snow and Show
By Jonathan Gross
Sure it was cold-but
hey-it’s the mountains!
And last Friday night,
Windham Mountain, The
Windham Theater and
the Mountain Top Cares
Coalition hosted the second annual Snow and
Show event.
Tubing! Pizza and soft
drinks at the Adventure
Park Chalet! A movie,
popcorn and game room!
All donated by Windham
Mountain and Pat Higgins
from the Windham Theater – their generosity
provided an amazing adventure for Youth Clubhouse members from
Catskill.
Kai Hillman, Director
of the Youth Clubhouses
and the kids arrived at
Windham Mountain Adventure Park late in the
afternoon, bundled up
and ready for action. Instructions were given by
the amazing, professional
and friendly staff; hats
were secured; gloves
pulled up; and each clubhouse member boarded
their tube. Even the older kids that were “too
cool for school” filled the
air with wild screams of
joy. Holding hands, making tube trains and racing
down the hill…each kid
got into the festive spirit
of the moment.
After a bunch of runs,
everyone was invited to
sit by the blazing fire at
the Adventure Park
Chalet for pizza and hot
chocolate. The staff and
kitchen wizards treated
the kids like family…a
family that actually
cleaned up after themselves!

Next stop: the Windham Movie Theater,
where the kids were given a few dollars each for
the arcades. Pat Higgins,
owner, projectionist, popcorn maker and general
good guy, opened the
doors to any movie the
kids wanted to see – what
a treat for a kid!
So, hats off to Chip
Seamans and Susan Sommers from Windham
Mountain; and Pat Higgins from The Windham
Cinema, for their generosity and community
spirit. Not one cent was
spent by the Youth Clubhouse or their members.
But far more important
was showing Windham
for what it truly is – an
inclusive community that
cares! This is Windham
at its best.
Organized by the
Mountain Top Cares
Coalition, a local grassroots volunteer organization addressing issues
of substance abuse and
recovery, the second annual event was, according
to all who participated,
a rousing success!
The Columbia Greene
Youth Clubhouse in
Catskill promotes long
term recovery and provides a safe thriving environment for individuals,

youth and the community
at large. Under Kai Hillman’s leadership, the
Catskill Clubhouse and
its member have been
active with the Mountain
Top Cares Coalition and
its outreach to the community for several years.
On the way home, the
kids asked Kai when the
next trip to the mountains would be. “How
about hiking, biking,
swimming?” This is the
mission and passion of
Mountain Top Cares
Coalition – to bring people to work together and
to play together – to enhance life.
Thank you to all who
made this amazing
evening possible.

